CHAPTER 17
Book work

Exercise 1
1. simple
2. simple
3. simple
4. complex
5. compound
6. complex

Exercise 2
1. Man is guided by reason; beast(are) by instinct.
   Compound sentence conjunction 'and'
2. He trudged on (principal clause) (though) he was tired (subordinate clause)
   Complex sentence
3. The commons pass the bill; the Lord's threw it out.
   Compound sentence conjunction 'but'.
4. He will yield to force. (He will yield) to persuasion.
   Compound sentence conjunction 'Neither.... Nor'
5. The man has been arrested (principal clause) who stole your purse (subordinate clause) complex sentence
6. The police must know (principal clause) (where) he is living. (Subordinate clause) complex sentence.

Copy work
Ch. 17

Q1. What is simple sentence?
A1. Sentence which contains only one subject and one finite verb is called simple sentence.
Q2. What is compound sentence?
A2. Sentence which is made up of clauses of equal rank is called compound sentence.
Q3. What is complex sentence?
A3. Sentence that contains one principal clause and one or more subordinate or dependent clause.